
ImisiOluwa Owolabi is a seasoned international speaker, Minister Prophet to the Nations and an 

extraordinary woman of many parts. 

She is currently the President of Hope365 ministries a platform that daily propagates the gospel 

of hope and houses a portfolio of other ministry expressions. Notable expressions of Hope365 

are:  the every evolving WhenFriendsPray events which has held over 200 meetings in the past 

15years with tremendous exponential growth in both number and territories covered. 

She is also the CEO of the Imisioluwa International Ministries (IOI), an expression which 

incubates the renowned evangelical platform – Intercession and Revival Academy (IARA)with a 

mission to raise 100,000,000 intercessors for Christ through evangelism, teaching, equipping and 

prophetic guidance under her leadership. The Hopeline Call -Center is also a noteworthy 

expression under the IOI umbrella which was established to provide succor, counsel, ignite hope 

and encourage people in distress through prayer and counseling sessions. 

Other remarkable expressions of her gift and service to God are: 

Rekindle Platform- Where she serves marketplace apostles (Entrepreneurs, Corporate 

Executives and Governmental leaders) raising kings and priests in the marketplace for Christ 

through discipleship, mentorship and coaching with a central theme to transform lives and 

nations, expand the kingdom culture and birth new policies and accelerate kingdom agenda that 

can shape our world. 

Sarah’s shower- A community where waiting mothers encourage and love each other while 

conquering in the place of prayer. It is an expression of joy to help them navigate their waiting 

season, with the understanding that a testimony beckons.  

SheIsNetwork- A platform that seeks to educate and equip women on enterprise, empowerment, 

discipleship, charity, ministry, and relationships. 

ImisiOluwa is also a seasoned Entrepreneur and she expresses her gift as Co-Founder of the I-

Nest Hub a resource center with creative ideas & spaces for work, research, events, trainings, 

and corporate events  

 



 

Her mandate is to raise, equip and disciple revivalists, intercessors, and transformational leaders 

in the 7 mountains of influence through intercession, prophetic insight, apostolic assignments, 

strategic sessions and teaching of the word. 

She has a distinct voice on all social media platforms and you can find her on Instagram hosting 

the popular Live session “Kini Big Deal” where she articulates and lends her voice to practical 

Christian living in the Generation. 

ImisiOluwa is a lover of music, radio, art and media and she has authored various books 

including When Prayer Becomes A Lifestyle, Prayer looks good on you; Untold Stories; Life 

Lessons I Learnt From Swimming; and Psalms by Imisi (an audio compilation of thoughts, 

poems, prayers, expressions and conversations with God)  

ImisiOluwa is armed with a degree in Political science from the University of Lagos, a student of 

the word and has been nutured under the tutelage of the diverse prophetic instituitions around the 

world. She is married to her best friend, Olumide Owolabi, with whom she co-pastors the 

Fountain of Life Church – Hope Center, Yaba.  

ImisiOluwa, through speaking, transforms lives, businesses, and nations.  

 

 

 


